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UNIFORM ANALYTICITY OF ORTHOGONAL PROJECTIONS

R. R. COIFMAN AND M. A. M. MURRAY

Abstract. Let X denote the circle T or the interval [-1,1], and let dp

denote a nonnegative, absolutely continuous measure on X . Under what con-

ditions does the Gram-Schmidt procedure in the weighted space L2(X, co2 dp.)

depend analytically on the logarithm of the weight function col In this paper,

we show that, in numerous examples of interest, log co e BMO is a sufficient

(often necessary!) condition for analyticity of the Gram-Schmidt procedure.

These results are then applied to establish the local analyticity of certain infinite-

dimensional Toda flows.

1. Introduction

Let X denote the circle T or the interval [-1 ,1 ], let dp be a nonnegative

measure on X which is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue mea-

sure, and let L(0) denote the complex Hubert space L (X , dp). Let co be a

nonnegative ¿//¿-measurable function on X such that co + co G L (X , dp)

and let ß = log co ; clearly also ß e LX(X, dp). Let L(ß) denote the complex
2 2

weighted Hubert space L (X ,co dp) and, for each nonnegative integer «, let

Hn(ß) denote the closure of the polynomials (in the case X = T, trigonometric

polynomials) of degree at most « in L(ß). Let Sn(ß) denote the orthogonal

projection of L(ß) onto Hn(ß). We wish to study the dependence of the fam-

ily of operators (Sn(ß):n G N) upon the functional parameter ß . Each Sn(ß)

is a bounded operator on L(ß), which varies with ß, so to facilitate our study,

we "lift" each operator Sn(ß) to L(0) by means of the operator Mw of point-

wise multiplication by co, which is an isometry from L(ß) to L(0). If we

define, for each nonnegative integer «, the operator Qn(ß) = MwSn(ß)M~x,

then we see that the L(0)-boundedness of Qn(ß) is equivalent to the L(ß)-

boundedness of Sn(ß), and the operator norms are equal. In fact, Qn(ß) is

easily seen to be the self-adjoint projection of L(0) onto MwHn(ß) ç L(0).

We would like to determine conditions on ß under which the family of

operators (Q„(ß)) depends analytically (in a sense to be made precise) upon

the functional parameter ß. In the specific examples which we consider, it is
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difficult if not impossible to write down the operators Sn(ß) and Qn(ß) ex-

plicitly. On the other hand, the "base projection" Sn(0) is an integral operator

whose kernel is comparatively easy to write down. Rather than study the oper-

ators (Qn(ß)) directly, it is much more convenient to work with the family of

operators (Pn(ß)) defined by

(!•!) Pn(ß) = Mo>Sn(0)M-i.

For each nonnegative integer « , Pn(ß) is an oblique (i.e., non-self-adjoint) pro-

jection from L(0) onto MwHn(ß) Ç L(0), and its adjoint, Pn(ß)*, is simply

Pn(~ß)-
A remarkable formula due to Kerzman and Stein ([8]) shows that, in fact,

(Q„(ß)) depends analytically on ß whenever (Pn(ß)) depends analytically on

ß . Moreover, the analytic dependence of (P„(ß)) upon ß is essentially equiv-

alent to a uniform weighted norm inequality of the form

(1.2) f \Sn(0)f(x)\2co2(x)dp(x) <C f \f(x)\2co2(x)dp(x)
Jx Jx

where C is a constant independent of « and /.

In addition, we would like to determine the "space of uniform holomorphy"

for the family (Qn(ß)), i.e. the largest Banach function space on which the

family (Qn) is analytic at the origin. In practice, this amounts to determining

necessary and sufficient conditions on the function ß such that

(1.3) jx \[MB ,Sn(0)]f(x)\2dp(x) <C j \f(x)\2dp(x)

where Mß is the operator of pointwise multiplication by ß , and C is a con-

stant independent of « and /.

Our work in this paper has been inspired in part by the related work of

Coifman and Rochberg in [2], and by questions arising from the study of Toda

flows in infinite dimensions (see, for example, [4]).

In this paper, we consider a number of examples. In the case X = T, dp =

d8 , the uniform weighted norm inequality (1.2), and the uniform commutator

estimate (1.3), are equivalent to the same inequalities with Sn(0) replaced by

the conjugate function. In this simplest example, the space of uniform holomor-

phy for (Qn(ß)) is easily seen to be the space of functions of bounded mean

oscillation on T. In the case X = [-1 ,1], dp = Lebesgue measure weighted

by a Jacobi weight, the uniform weighted norm inequality (1.2) follows from a

weighted norm inequality for the Hubert transform. In this case, we prove that

(Q„(ß)) depends analytically on ß when ß is in a neighborhood of 0 in the

space BMO([-l , 1]). As an application of this result, we show that the Toda

flow corresponding to the measure co(x) 'dp(x) on [-1,1] is analytic in t in

a neighborhood of the origin provided that ß e BMO([-1 ,1]).

We conjecture that BMO([-l ,1]) is the space of uniform holomorphy for

(Qn) in the case where dp = Lebesgue measure weighted by a Jacobi weight.
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We consider the example X = [0, n], dp = dd, Sn = nth partial sum op-

erator for cosine series, and show that, in this example, BMO([0, n]) is the

space of uniform holomorphy for (Q„) ■ From this result it is immediate that

the conjecture is true for dp(x) = (1 - x )~ ' dx. Classical equiconvergence

results for Jacobi series and cosine series (see [10]) suggest that the conjecture

is probably true in general.

2. Uniform analyticity of projections: General setting
-y

Let (X , dp) be a o -finite measure space; set L(0) = L (X , dp). Suppose

that co is a nonnegative real-valued function such that co +co G LXoc(X , dp).

We write ß = logo» and observe that ß e LXoc(X ,dp). Let N denote the set

of nonnegative integers, and suppose that for each « e N, Hn (0) is a closed

subspace of L(0). We assume that

L(0,ß) = L2(X ,(co2+ co~2)dp) is dense in L(0) and

Hn(0 , ß) = L(0, ß) n Hn(0) is dense in Hn(0), for each « e N.

We define the spaces:

L(ß) = L2(X,co2dp),

27\ß) = bounded linear operators on L(ß),

Hn(ß) = closure of //„(0, ß) in L(ß), for each « e N.

We assume that the foregoing are complex Hubert spaces.

For each « e N, let Sn(ß) e 77? (ß) be the selfadjoint projection of L(ß)

onto Hn(ß). We wish to study the dependence of the operators (Sn(ß):n e

N) upon the functional parameter ß. To facilitate our study, we "lift" each

operator Sn(ß) back to 27(0) by means of the operator Mw of pointwise

multiplication by co, to wit: for each « e N, define Qn(ß) = MwSn(ß)M~x.

Then Qn(ß) is the self-adjoint projection of L(0) onto M^H^ß) C L(0), and

\\Q„(fi)\\*m^\\snm¿?m.
We would like to formulate a clear conception of the "analytic dependence"

of the family of operators (Qn(ß):n e N) upon the functional parameter ß .

To this end, we make the following definitions.

Definitions. Let B be a real Banach space, 27(H) the space of bounded linear

operators on a complex Hubert space //. For « e N, let Tn:B -> 27(H) be

an operator-valued function on B .

(a) (Tn: « e N) is said to be uniformly (real-) analytic in a neighborhood of

0 in B if and only if there is a constant C > 0 such that, whenever b G B

with \\b\\B < C and whenever / e H, we have

oo

(2.1) Tn(b)f=J^Ank(b,...,b,f),    for all «eN,
k=0

where An k is a bounded, (k + 1 )-multilinear operator from Bk x H -> H

which satisfies an estimate of form

(2-2) \\K,k(b,...,b,f)\\H<Ck+x\\b\\kB\\f\\H

where C0 is independent of b ,f ,n , and k .
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(b) Let B denote the complexification of B. (Tn: n e N) is said to be

uniformly holomorphic in a neighborhood of 0 in B if and only if there is a

neighborhood of 0 in B to which each Tn can be extended, and there is a

constant C > 0 such that, whenever b G B with \\b\\B < C and whenever

/ e H, we have (2.1 ) and (2.2) with 'B' in place of \B'.

(c) B is called the space of uniform holomorphy at 0 for the family (Tn: « e

N) if and only if (Tn) is uniformly holomorphic in a neighborhood of 0 in B

and a necessary and sufficient condition for

(2-3) sup||ABil(ô,-)||^(W)

to be finite is that b G B.

We pause to observe that the operator An k(b , ... ,b ,•) occurring in (2.1)

is just the zcth Gâteaux (or Frechét) differential of Tn at 0 in the direction b

(see, for example, [1, Chapter 2]). We give one equivalent formulation of the

notion of uniform holomorphy in terms of Gâteaux differentiability, which will

be useful in practice.

Proposition 2.1. Let B be a complex Banach space, 27(H) the space of bounded

linear operators on a complex Hubert space H. For « e N, let Tn: B —> 27(H)

be an operator-valued function on B. Then (Tn) is uniformly holomorphic in a

neighborhood of 0 in B if and only if there exists a neighborhood U of 0 in B

on which each Tn is Gâteaux differentiable and there exists a constant C such

that for all « e N and for all ß e U, \\Tn(ß)\\^(H) < C.

Proof. The proof is an easy modification of the proof of Theorem 2.3.3 of [1]

and will be omitted.   D

We can now formulate our general problem precisely, as follows: we wish to

identify the space of uniform holomorphy at 0 for the family (Qn: n G N). In

practice it is often difficult to characterize the projections Sn(ß) and Qn(ß) ;

it is much more convenient to work with the operators (Pn(ß): « e N) defined

by

(2-4) Pn(ß) = M(üSn(0)M-X.

For « e N, P„(ß) is an oblique projection from L(0) onto MwHn(ß) with

adjoint Pn(ß)* = P„(-ß). The formula of Kerzman and Stein (see [8, §3.4])

makes it possible to deduce the uniform holomorphy of (Qn) from that of

(Pn), and greatly simplifies the computation of the Gâteaux differentials of the

operators (Qn) :

Proposition 2.2 (Kerzman-Stein Formula). Let H be a complex Hubert space,

K a closed subspace. Let Q be the self-adjoint projection of H onto K, and let

P be a bounded oblique projection from H onto K. Then:

(a) I + (P-P*) is invertible.

(b) Q = P[I + (P-P*)]-X;
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(c) whenever c0 and M are positive constants with  \\P - P*\\ < c0 and

M > \(Cq- 1), the series

(2-5) p(^Fo' Zc=0

MI-(P-P*)

M+l

converges in the operator norm topology to Q.

Proof. The operator P-P* is skew-adjoint, so its spectrum is purely imaginary.

In particular, -1 is not in the spectrum of P - P*, from which (a) follows.

Clearly QP = P and PQ = Q. Now let h e H and let (-|-) denote the

inner product on H. We have

(2.6) (QP*h\h) = (P*h\Qh)   since Q* = Q

= (h\PQh)

= (h\Qh)   since PQ = Q

= (Qh\h)   since Q* = Q.

Hence QP* = Q ; consequently

(2.7) P = Q + (P - Q) = Q + (QP - QP*) = Q[I + (P - P*)]

V\i-1

whereupon we obtain (b).

It is tempting to expand [I + (P - P*)]~l in a Neumann series, but we do

not know that \\P - P*\\ < 1. Instead we proceed as follows. For any constant

M > 0, we have

(2.8) I + (P - P ) = I + MI - [MI - (P - P )]

= (l+M)
MI-(P-P*)

l + M

Recall that, if S* = S, T* = -T, and ST = TS, then

||5+F||2<||5||2 + ||F||2.

Thus

(2.9)
MI-(P- P*)

l+M

*n2
M¿ + \\P-P „

M2 + 2M+1

which is less than 1 provided \\P-P*\\  < 2M+1, i.e., M > {-(\\P-P*\\ - 1),

In particular, if M > i(c2 - 1), we see that

(2.10)
Q=F(^-[/-A//-(/>-p')r1}
^        \M+l [ l+M       J     J

may be expanded in a Neumann series to give (2.5).   D
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We obtain, as an immediate consequence, the following:

Corollary 2.2.1. With (Pn) and (Qn) as in the foregoing discussion, let B be

a real Banach function space on (X ,dp) suchthat (Pn) is uniformly holomor-

phic in a neighborhood of 0 in B. Then (Qn) is uniformly holomorphic in a

neighborhood of 0 in B.   D

The mappings Pn may be extended to complex-valued functions in a straight-

forward way: if ß = a + ib is complex valued, we define, for « e N,

(2.11) Pn(ß) = Pn(a + ib) = Me,bPn(a)Me_ih.

If Pn(ß) is a bounded operator on L(0) for all ß in a neighborhood of 0 in

B, then the series (2.5) may be used to extend Qn to complex-valued functions

in a natural way, such that (by Proposition 2.2(b))

(2.12) Qn(ß) = Pn(ß)[I + (Pn(ß) - Pn(-ß))]~X.

Now let us compute the first Gâteaux differential at 0, in the direction ß e B,

of F„ and Q„. We have

(2.13)  -¡-Msß)
ds s=0 j=0

-{MeSßSn(0)Me_!ß}

= {MßMeSßSn(0)Me_,ß -MeSßSn(0)MßMe_,ß)

= [Mß,Sn(0)].

Thus, by (2.12), we have

j=0

(2-14) TsQn(sß)
s=0 ds Pn(sß)

5=0

-PnWi-APn(sß)-Pn(-sß)}ds 5=0

= [Mß ,Sn(0)] - Sn {[Mß ,Sn(0)] + [Mß ,Sn(0)]}

= {I-2Sn(0)}[Mß,Sn(0)].

In light of these calculations we obtain

Corollary 2.2.2. Let B be the complexification of a real Banach function space B

on (X ,dp), and suppose that (Pn) is uniformly holomorphic in a neighborhood

ofO in B. Then:
(a) B is the space of uniform holomorphy at 0 for (Pn) if and only if ß e B

is a necessary and sufficient condition for

(2.15) sup{||[A//?,5fl(0)]||^(0):«eN}<oo.

(b) B is the space of uniform holomorphy at 0 for (Qn) ifand only if ß eB

is a necessary and sufficient condition for

(2.16) sup{||{/-2.S„(0)}[M/î,5n(0)]||^(0):«eN}<oo.   D

In practice it is frequently the case that the base projections (Sn(0)) are given

by integration against a kernel. In this case, the uniform holomorphy of (Pn)
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in a neighborhood of 0 may be reduced to the problem of obtaining a uniform

weighted norm inequality for the base projections. This is a consequence of the

following general result:

Proposition 2.3. Let B  be a real Banach function space on (X, dp).   Let

(Kn(0):n G N) be a family of integral operators in ^(0), and suppose that,

for all « e N, there exists a kernel Dn(x ,y) such that, for f e L(0) and

xgX ,

(2.17) {Kn(0)f}(x) = f Dn(x,y)f(y)dp(y).
Jx

For each ß e B, define Kn(ß) = MeßKn(0)Me_ß. Then the following are equiv-

alent:

(a) (Kn) is uniformly holomorphic in a neighborhood of 0 in B.

(b) There exist constants S0, C0 > 0 such that, for every « e N and for all

ßGB with \\ß\\B<30,

(2.18) \\KH(ß)\\^m<C0.

Proof. That (a) implies (b) is evident from Proposition 2.1. Now suppose (b)

is true. By virtue of the fact that, for all a e B, the operator of multiplication

by e'a is an isometry of L(0), it is clear that (b) continues to hold with '2?'

replaced everywhere by 'B'. Thus, by Proposition 2.1, it suffices to show that

each Kn is Gâteaux differentiable in a common neighborhood of 0 in B. Our

proof follows an idea of Coifman, Rochberg, and Weiss (see [3, §2]; see also [5,

Chapter 4, Note 7.12]).

For ß G B, f G L(0), and x G X we have

(2.19) {Kn(ß)f}(x) = f exp(ß(x) - ß(y))Dn(x ,y)f(y)dp(y).
Jx

If a G B, then the first Gâteaux differential of Kn at a in the direction ß is

given by

(2.20) {^(a + z/?)/}(x)

(ß(x)-ß(y))exp{a(x)-a(y)L
+ z(ß(x) - ß(y))}Dn(x ,y)f(y)dp(y).

Now let a,ß G B with ||a||B < ÔJ2 and \\ß\\B < (ÔJ2) - \\a\\B.  For 6 G
[0, 2n], define the operator

(2.21) Knß = Kn(a + (z + ei6)ß).

Now we have

(2.22) \W + (z + eie)ß\\B<\\a\\B + (l + \z\)\\ß\\B

<\\a\\B + (l + \z\){(ô0/2)-\\a\\B}

= (l + \z\)(ô0/2)-\z\\\a\\B
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which is less than S0 provided \z\ < 1 .  Consequently, for \z\ < 1 , we have

N^Si.elb^O) - ^o •
Now we claim that, for \z\ < 1,

(2.23) E_Kn{a + zß) = lij1\nee-">de.

In view of (2.19)—(2.21), we see that, to establish (2.23), it suffices to show that

(2.24) ¿ f U exp{eW(ß(x) - ß(y))}e~'6dd = ß(x) - ß(y).
2tc Jo

But note that, if A is a complex constant,

i      r2n i     °°     r2n i a   i0\k

,2.25, ¿¿   «rtW-«-¿Ej(    ̂ e-^ = ,.

Letting ^ = /J(x) - ß(y) in (2.25), we obtain (2.24).

From (2.23), we see that, for \z\ < 1,

(2-26) j^-Kn(a + zß)j^ < ¿ j* \\KH fi\\^de < CQ.

From this we conclude that each Kn is Gâteaux differentiable on the open ball

of radius S0/2 in B.   n

With an additional assumption regarding the strong convergence of the op-

erators (Kn(ß)), we obtain the following useful result:

Proposition 2.4. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 2.3 , let us make the ad-

ditional assumption that there is an operator K^O) e 27(0) such that, for all

ß in a neighborhood of 0 in B, Kn(ß) - K^Cß) converges to 0 in the strong

operator topology on 27(0) as n-»oo, where K^ß) = MeßKoo(0)Me_ß. Then

the following are equivalent:

(a) There exist constants SQ , C0 > 0 such that, for all n e N and for all

ß G B with \\ß\\B < S0, inequality (2.18) holds.
(b) There exist constants ôx , C, > 0 such that, for all ß e B with \\ß\\B < âx,

(2.27) ll*oo(/?)IU'(0) <C,.

(c) (Kn) is uniformly holomorphic in a neighborhood of 0 in B.

Proof. The equivalence of (a) and (c) is simply Proposition 2.3. The equiva-

lence of (a) and (b) is the essence of a remark made by Garnett [6, p. 109]. We

give the details.

Suppose that (a) holds. Let e > 0 and ß G B with \\ß\\B < ô0. For every

/ € L(0) we can find N > 0 such that « > N implies

(2.28) ll{*„(/n-/U/Wllz,(o)<e-

Then, for such n , we have

(2.29) ||/U/?)/Hz,o> < WiKn(ß) - *oo(/*)}/llz.(0) + \\Kn{ß)f\\m

<« + C0||/||Jr{0).
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Since e was arbitrary, we see that (b) is true with Sx = S0 and Cx = C0.

Conversely, assume that (b) is true. Let e > 0 and ß G B with \\ß\\B <SX .

For every / e L(0) we can find N > 0 such that « > N implies (2.28). For

such « , we have

(2.30)       \\Kn(ß)f\\L[0) < \\{Kn(ß) - K^)}f\\m + \\K^)f\\m

<e + Cx\\f\\L{0).

Thus the family of operators {Kn(ß):n eN, ßGB,\\ß\\B<öx} is "pointwise

bounded" on L(0). Then (a) follows from the principle of uniform bounded-

ness.   D

3. Uniform analyticity on the circle

In this section we apply our work in §2 to the case of trigonometric poly-

nomials on the circle, T. We parametrize T by the interval [-n , n), and let

L(0) = L (T) = L ([-n ,n) ,dd), where dd is ordinary Lebesgue measure. Let

co be a nonnegative weight function on T such that co + co e L (T), and

write ß = log co. For each integer k, define the function ek by ek(d) = e

We define, for « e N, the space

(3.1) Hn(0) = spanc(ek: \k\<n)

of trigonometric polynomials of degree at most « ; we define L(ß), 27(ß),

Hn(ß), etc. as in §2. We note that the base projections (5^(0):« e N) are

simply the partial sum operators for Fourier series, defined by

n

(3.2) Sn(0)f= ¿2f(k)ek
k=-n

where, for each integer k , f(k) is the zcth Fourier coefficient of /, given by

(3.3) f(k) = ^jn_J(e)e_k(6)de

and thus
oo

(3.4) £ f(k)ek
k=—oo

is the Fourier series for /. The operator Sn(0) is an integral operator, given

by

(3.5) {Sn(0)f}(6) = ¿ f^ Dn(d , w)f(w)dw

where Dn(8 , y/) is the Dirichlet kernel, given by

k=-n Sin V    2    )
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(see, for example, [10, p. 12]).

We shall show that, in this example, the space of functions of bounded mean

oscillation on T is the space of uniform holomorphy at 0 for the families (Pn)

and «2„>.

We adopt the convention that / is a subinterval of T if and only if it is a

subinterval of [-n , n) in the usual sense, or it is the union of an interval of

the form (c ,n) or [c ,n) with an interval of the form [-n ,d) or [-n,d],

with -n < d < c < n. We let |/| denote the Lebesgue measure of /. If

b G L (T) = L ([-n , n), dd), we define the mean of b on / to be

(3.7) mI(b) = \I\~x Íb(d)dd.

The function b is said to have bounded mean oscillation on T if and only if

the quantity

(3.8) . \\b\i = sup\Ifx f\b(e)-mI(b)\dd = supmI(\b-m1(b)\)
i J i i

is finite, where the supremum is taken over all subintervals / of T. The space

BMOÇT) of real-valued functions (modulo constants) having bounded mean

oscillation on T is a Banach space with || • 1^ as its norm. For ease of notation

in this section we shall refer to BMO(T) as simply BMO ; its complexification

will be denoted by BMO.

To begin, we shall show that (Pn) is uniformly holomorphic in a neighbor-

hood of 0 in BMO, from which it follows that the same is true of (Qn),

by Corollary 2.2.1. By Proposition 2.3, the uniform holomorphy of (Pn) in a

neighborhood of 0 in BMO is equivalent to a uniform estimate of the form

(3.9) l|F„(/?)||^(0) < C0    for all ß G BMO   with ||/f||, < ÔQ ,

where C0 , S0 are constants independent of « .

We can, in fact, characterize the weight functions co = eß for which

(I\Pn(ß)\U"(o)) is uniformly bounded in «. Recall that the weight co is said to

belong to the class A2 if and only if

(3.10) sup m,(co)m¡(of ) <oo

where the supremum is taken over all subintervals / of T. The quantity (3.10)

is called the A2 constant of co. We have the following result:

Proposition 3.1. The quantity sup(\\Pn(ß)\\^(Q): n e N) is finite if and only if
2  ^    A

co   G A2 .

Proof. The proof is analogous to that of [5, Corollary 3.12, Chapter 4]. The

idea is to exploit the relationship between Sn(0) and the orthogonal projection

F+ of L(0) onto the Hardy space ßT2 = {f G L(0): f(k) = 0 for k < 0} .
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Consider the operator Tn = enSn(0)e_n . A simple computation shows that,

for fGL(0),

(3.11) TJ = f^f(k)ek.
k=0

Moreover, as « —» co, Tn—>P+ in the strong operator topology on 27(0). By a

slight modification of the proof of Proposition 2.4, it follows that

*w{\\MwTnM-\\#(0):n e N) is finite if and only if MaP+AÇl G 27(0). By
virtue of the relationship between F+ and the conjugate operator (cf. [6, p.

108]), we see that MWP+M~X e 27(0) if and only if co2 G A2 (see [7]). Now

note that

(3.12) Pn(ß) = Me_MJnM-axMen;

moreover, Me is an isometry for each integer k. Consequently, for each

integer «,

(3.13) IIWIl*«» = H VA'II*«» >
from which the result follows.   □

Corollary 3.1.1.   (Pn) and (Qn) are uniformly holomorphic in a neighborhood

ofO in BMO.

Proof. There exist constants S0 , C > 0 such that, if ß G BMO and ||>S||, <
2 2

<50, then co G A2, and the A2 constant of co is less than or equal to C (see

[5, Chapter 2, Corollary 3.10 and Chapter 4, Corollary 2.18]). For co2 G A2,
_i 2

the 27(0)-norm of MwP+Mw depends upon the A2 constant of co ; so by the

proof of Proposition 3.1, we obtain (3.9), from which the corollary follows,   o

Next, we would like to show that BMO is actually the space of uniform

holomorphy at 0 for (Pn) and (Qn). A simple computation shows that / -

25n(0) is an isometry of L(0) for each « e N ; so, by Corollary 2.2.2, it suffices

to show that ß e BMO is a necessary and sufficient condition for boundedness

of the set {\\[Mß ,Sn(0)]\\^{0): « e N} . We have the following:

Proposition 3.2. There exist constants C, , C2 > 0 such that for all ß e LX(T),

(3.14) C,||/?||, < sup\\[Mn ,5„(0)]||^(0) < C2\\ß\i .

Proof. The existence of C2 with the desired property follows from the fact that

(Pn) is uniformly holomorphic in a neighborhood of 0 in BMO. Therefore it

suffices to prove that there exists a constant p > 0 such that, for all ß < L1 (T),

(3.15) \\ß\l<ßsup\\[Mß,Sn(0)]\\^{0).

Let / be a subinterval of T and let 8 e [-n, n). Define the function

U = fi ,e ,n by settinS> for ¥ e [-ti , n),

(3.16) fe(y/) = 2isin(—y^jexp «fc + lAr* X,(W)-
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Observe that, by (3.6), when ip G I,

..6-ip'
—  exp

ft - I//1
= 2z cos

(3.17)    Dn(d,y/)fe(W) = 2isin (2/1+ 1).

(2/1 + 1)

2.     Lsin

In view of the fact that

(3.18) exp[z(2« + l)(0-^)]

(2« + l)

2

d-i/f

sin

i(2n + l)

(2« + l)

X,(w)-

e-y/
2

e-yt

Xi(V)

x¡(w)

1 - 2 sin

+ 2z'cos

(2/1 + 1)

(2/1 + 1)

0-y/

2

0-y
sin (2/1 + 1

0-y/

we obtain, for ip G I,

(3.19) F>„(0 , ip)fe(¥) = (exp[z'(2« + 1)(0 - ip)] - l)X,(<p).

Consequently, by (3.5) and (3.19),

(3.20) {[Mß,Sn(0)]fg}(6)

= ¿ j'{cxpi(2n + l)(d -y,)- l}(ß(6) - ß(ip))X[(¥)d¥

= ±j\xp[i(2n+l)(0-xp)](ß(d)-ß(V))Xl(y,)dW

= ¿ f_  exp[z(2« + l)(d - ip)](ß(6) - ß(W))x,(w)dw

2n
\I\(ß(6) - m,(ß)).

Now note that

(3.21) ¿ J' exp[i(2n + 1)(0 - y/)](/?(0) - ß(v))x,(v)dip

= exp[z(2« + 1)0] j/J(0) - i- £ exp[-z(2« + l^Wy

~2t?/ exp\.-i(2n + l)y/"ß(y/)xI(¥)dy/\

= exp[i(2n + l)9]{ß(d)Xl(2n + 1) - fa.(2n + 1)}.

Consequently, by (3.20) and (3.21),

(3.22) {[Mß ,Sn(0)]fe}(6) = exp[i(2n + l)8]{ß(d)X,(2n + 1) - fät{2n + 1)}

-±-\I\(ß(e)-m,(ß)).
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Letting

(3.23) gn(d) = X](d)exp[i(2n + l)d]{ß(6)X,(2n + 1) - fo,(2/i + D> ,

(3.24) g(6) = ¿|/|(/?(0) - m,(ß)),

we see that

j¡\{[Mí¡,sn(0)]fe}(0)\de = \\g-gn\(3.25)

Now

(3.26) \\gn\\x < \X¡(2n + 1)| \\ß\\x + \ß£f(2n + 1)| |/| ;

the right-hand side of (3.26) tends to 0 as « —> co, by the Riemann-Lebesgue

lemma, so limí¡^oo ||//J|, = 0. Consequently, by Fatou's lemma,

(3.27) Um j^ \{[Mß ,Sn(0)]fg}(6)\dd = 11*11, = JL|/| jf |/?(0) - /n7(/3)|¿0.

Thus (3.15) follows, once we prove an estimate of the form

(3.28) mj^M,, ,Sn(0)]fg}(d)\dd < ±pC\I\2

where

(3-29) C = sup||[^,S„(0)]||^(O)

and p is a constant independent of ß and /.

Now we have

(3.30)

{[Mß,Sn(0)]fg}(6)

= ¿ /" ß„(ö , «z/)(^(0) - ß(v))fg(y,)dv

= ¿ £ ß„(0 . V)(/?(0) - ß(w))2isin (^)

x exp z"(2«+ 1)
6-1//

X,(¥)dw

= 2iexp i(2n+l)
6

^jn^Dn(e,ip)(ß(6)-ß(y/))sin(^-

xexp -z'(2«+ l)y x¡(¥)dip

so that

(3.31)    |{[M/?,S„(O)]/e}(0)|

= 2.|¿|^n(0,^)(/?(0)-/J(^))sin(^)

xexp [-/(2a + 1)^] x,(v)dv
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Now suppose / is a subinterval of T which is also a subinterval of [-n , n) in

the ordinary sense, and let y/0 denote the ordinary midpoint of /. (If / is a

subinterval of T comprising two disjoint subintervals of [-n ,n), we need to

make minor adjustments to the argument.) Now, we write

(3.32)
.   (6-y/\      .   fd-y/Q + y/Q-y/\

sin (—> = sin (-~TJL— )

= sin ̂ -^-a j cos \r^-) + cos {-¿-I) sin (^^— J >

so that

(3.33)    \{[Mß,Sn(0)]fe}(6)\<2 sin {[Mß,Sn(0)]hx}(d)

+ 2 'os(^^.y[Mß,Sn(0)]h2}(6)

hx(ip) = cos (^y^) exp [-/(2a + 1)|] X[(w)

where

(3.34)

(3.35) h2(y/) = sin (^-^) exp [-/(2a + 1)|] X,(w) ■

Now, for a e R, we have | sin a\ < \a\ cosh a, so that, for y/ ,6 G I,

(3.36)        |«,(<zy)| < Vo-V

(3.37) -(^)

/y/rt— w\     1
cosh I -^—1 < ^(coshTi)!^- y/\,

Ö-Vg
cosh (^^)<^(cosh7r)|0-^o|

Thus, by Schwarz' inequality, (3.33) and (3.36),

\f\{[Mß,Sn(0)]fg}(8)\dd

<(^|sin(^^)| dd^j    \\[Mß,Sn(0)]hx\\2

(3.38)
0-Vo d<?)     HIM^SJO)]^^

1/2

^(coshn)(^Jw - yy0\2ddy¿C\\hx\\2 + \I\x/2C\\h2\\2

= ^(cosh7r)|/|3/2cpi||2 + |/|1/2C|
2112

We have

(3.39) II«1112-u,\°»m¡<<-""2-
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(3.40) pj|=^|sin(^_^|  dy^

< -(coshn)(l \y/0-y/\2dy/j
1/2

= ^|(cosh;r)|/|3/2

so that

(3.41) j\{[Mß ,Sn(0)]fe}(6)\dd < Y-(coshn)C\I\

whence

(3.42) Um ¡\{[Mß ,Sn(0)]fg}(d)\dd < ¿
2n\/3coshn

Qi\2,3

which is (3.28), with p = (2n\/3coshn)/3. This completes the proof.   G

The following corollary is immediate.

Corollary 3.2.1.  BMO is the space of uniform holomorphy at 0 for (Pn) and

(Qn)'     D

4. Uniform analyticity on [-1,1] in a neighborhood

of a Jacobi weight

In this section we consider an example on the interval [-1 ,1]. For y ,S >

-1, we define the Jacobi weight with parameters y , ô , by

(4.1) co2yÂ(x) = (l-x)7(l+x)S.

Our basic Hubert space is

(4.2) LyS(0) = L2([-l,l],co2yS(x)dx),

and we shall denote the orthogonal projection onto polynomials of degree < «

in Ly g(0) by Srn' (0). We shall make a small multiplicative perturbation of
2 2 2/?

co  ¿(x)dx by a nonnegative weight function co  = e    , where

(4.3) co2 + co-2GLx([-l,l],co2yS(x)dx),       ß G Lx([-l ,l],dx).

The corresponding Hubert space is

(4.4) Lyg(ß) = L2([-l , l],co2yS(x)co2(x)dx).

This orthogonal projection onto polynomials of degree < « in L g(ß) will be

denoted by Syn'3(ß). Setting

(4.5) Qy/(ß) = M(0Sy/(ßWta)

(4-6) Py/(ß) = M(uSy/(0)M-x
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we conjecture that the space of functions of bounded mean oscillation on

[-1,1] is the space of uniform holomorphy at 0 for the families (Qyn' ) and

(Py ' ) whenever y , ô > -1 . In fact, we shall show that (Qyn ' ) and (Py ' ) are

uniformly holomorphic in a neighborhood of 0 in BMO([-l ,1]) whenever

y,ô>-\.

We pause to remark that the operator Syn ' (0) is the «th partial sum operator

for Jacobi series with parameters y , S ; it is an integral operator whose kernel

may be expressed in terms of the Jacobi polynomials {PJf ' \x): n G N), which

form an orthogonal polynomial system in L  ó(0)  (see [10, Chapters 3 and

4]; see also [9]). Making use of Christoffel-Darboux formulas for Syn' (0), it is

possible to reduce the problem of obtaining uniform weighted norm inequalities

for Syn ' (0) to that of obtaining weighted norm inequalities for the Hilbert

transform, as we shall see.

We begin with some terminology. A function b G Lx([-l ,l],dx) is in

BMO([-l ,l],dx) if and only if

(4.7) ||*||. = sup l/f1 f\b(d)-mI(b)\dd
i Ji

is finite, where the supremum is taken over all subintervals / of [-1,1].

BMO([-l , 1] ,dx) is a Banach space of functions (modulo constants). The

space of real-valued functions in BMO([-l, 1]) ,dx) will be denoted by

BMO([-l , 1] ,dx) ; we will use the abbreviations BMO and BMO. A non-

negative weight function co belongs to the class A2 if and only if

(4.8) sup m,(co)m,(co~ ) < co

where the supremum is taken over all subintervals / of [-1,1]; the quantity

(4.8) is called the A2 constant of co.

By analogy to the notation of §2, we let 2? s(0) denote the Hilbert space of

bounded linear operators on L s(0). We wish to obtain a uniform estimate of

the form

(4-9) \\K'a(ß)\\^A0)^C

which is valid for all ß in some neighborhood of the origin in BMO. Note

that the estimate (4.9) is equivalent to an estimate of form

(4.10) KM,,   Sy'S(0)M,X M,XCO COy    S ft V        / 0)y  hS CO
<c,

J?(0)

where 27(0) = 27Q Q(0), which is valid for all ß in some neighborhood of

the origin in BMO. In order to prove an estimate of this form, we need the

following lemma.

Lemma 4.1. Suppose w e A2. Then there exist constants ôx , C > 0, depending

only upon w, such that for all ß G BMO with \\ß\\m < ôx , e2ßw is also in

A2 with an A2 constant less than or equal to C.
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Proof. We make use of the following characterization of A2 : a function cp e

L1 ([-1 ,1], dx) is the logarithm of A2 weight if and only if the quantity

(4.11) sup|/f' / exp(\cp(x) - m,(cp)\)dx
i Ji

(where the supremum is taken over all subintervals / of [-1 ,1]) is finite; the

quantity (4.11) is equivalent to the square root of the A2 constant of e9 (see

[5, Chapter 4, Theorem 2.17 and Corollary 2.18]).

Now suppose w  G A2;let f = logw . By [5, Theorem 2.7, Chapter 4] there
2+£

is a constant e > 0 such that w e A2 . Consequently, if / is a subinterval

of [-1 ,1], we have

(4.12) |/f ' jexp(\(2ß + 2f)(x) - m,(2ß + 2f)\)dx

= |/f ' jexp\2ß(x) - mj(2ß)\exp\2f(x) - m¡{2f)\dx

a\ e/(2+e)
[exp\2ß(x)-ml(2ß)\f+£)/£dxJ

2/(2+e)

8/(2+8)

dx'

x(^j[exp\2f(x)-m1(2f)\f+e)/2

(]If[ jf exp | (^^) (ß(x) - mt(ß))

\ 2/(2+«)

exp\(2+ e)(f(x)-mI(f))\dxj

by Holder's inequality. Now, there exist constants ô0, C > 0 such that, if

cp G BMO and \\cp\\t < ô0, then e2(p e A2, with an A2 constant less than

or equal to C (see [5, Chapter 2, Corollary 3.10 and Chapter 4, Corollary

2.18]). Taking Sx = eS0/(2 + e), then ||((2 + e)/e)ß\l < ô0 when ||/?||, < Sx .

Consequently, if ||/?||t <SX then (4.12) will be dominated by a constant which

depends only upon w and which is independent of /. The result follows,   o

We can now prove:

Proposition 4.2. Let y ,ô > -{-. Then there exist constants C ,5X > 0 such that

for all « e N and for all ß e BMO with \\ß\\^ < Sx,

(4-13) II^A./^O^rX'lL^o) < C

where co = e  .

Proof. We make use of Muckenhoupt's work in [9]. First of all, we note that,

for fGLyS(0),

(4.14) Sy/(0)f(x) = jXKyn\x,y)f(y)co)ô(y)dy,
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where

(4.15) KlS(x,y) = YdPf'S)(x)P^S)(y)\\P) %.A0)
y=0

Thus we have, for / e L(0),

(4.16)

Mco^y/n'S(^KlM-xf(x) = £ Ky/(x ,y)œyJ(x)œyÂ(y)^f(y)dy.

Using estimates from [10], Muckenhoupt writes

(4.17) Ky/(x ,y) = A(n,y,ô)Hyx'â(n;x,y)

+ B(n,y, S)[Hy2 'S(n;x ,y) + H¡ 'S(n ; y , x)]

where |j4(« , y ,<5)|, \B(n ,y ,6)\ are bounded above by a constant independent

of «, and

(4.18) Hyx's(n;x , y) = (« + l)P{nY'S)(x)P{ny-S)(y),

v     n(l-y2)P^\x)Pl+xx*+x\y)
(4.19) H:,   (n;x,y) =-—-.

¿ x - y

The Jacobi polynomials satisfy

(4.20) P(y'S)(x) = (-I)nP(y'S)(-x),       xe[-l,l]

(see [10, p. 59, (4.13)]); moreover, there is a constant K(y ,0) such that, for

«eN,

(4.21) |F<y'V)|<tf(y,á)«"1/2(l-x + «"2r,'/2-1/4,       *e[0,l]

(see [9, equation (2.2)] and [10, Theorem 7.32.2]).   We shall use (4.20) and

(4.21) to estimate

(4.22) Tj'ÏAx) = jlHy 'S(n;x,y)coy ¿(x)coy ¿(y)^f(y)dy

for 7=1,2, and

(4.23) Sy2SJ(x) = £ H\ •S(n;y,x)coy s(x)coy s(y)c^-f(y)dy.

We shall begin by considering the operator T2 'n  in some detail.

Note first that, for « e N and x ,y e [-1,1], we have

(4.24) Hy2\n-x,y)œy&(x)œyô(y) = b\\n-,x)by2\n-y)^)^

where

(4.25) w(x) = (l-x2)~XI\

(4.26) b\-\n;x) = (1 - x)y/2+x/\l + x)<5/2+1/4«1/2pf S\x),

(4.27) by/(n;y) = (l-y)y/2+i/\l+yf2+i/4nX/2P(ny_\X'S+X\y).
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We shall restrict our attention to n > 2 (for « = 0,1 we need only consider

operators of the form T\ ,ön ; T2 '* and Si 'Sn need not be considered).

For x e [-1 ,0], (4.20) and (4.21) imply that

(4.28) \by/(n;x)\<(l-x)y/2+X/4(l+xf2+X/4K(ô,y)(l+x + n-2)-S/2-X/4;

since S > -\ , we have Ô/2 + 1/4 > 0 so that

(4.29) \by/(n;x)\ < (1 -x)y/2+x/4K(y ,S) < 2y/2+x/4K(S ,y).

For x e [0 ,1], (4.21) implies that

(4.30) |¿í'<5(«;x)|<(l-x)J'/2+1/4(l+x)<5/2+1/V(y ,<?)(!-x + «-2r/2'1/4;

since y > —\ , we have y/2 + 1/4 > 0 so that

(4.31) \b\'\n;x)\ < (I + xf2+x/4K(y ,0) < 2S/2+X/*K(y ,S).

Similarly, for y e [-1 ,0], (4.20) and (4.21) imply that

(4.32) \by/(n;y)\ < (1 -y)y/2+3/\l +yf2+3/4nx/2(n - If1'2

xK(ô + l,y+ 1)[1 + y + (n - 1)-2]-'5/2-3/4

<2I/2AT(<5 + l,y+l)(l-y)1'/2+3/4

,,    ,      ,á/2+3/4r.    , ,   , ,.2n-<5/2-3/4x (1+jO [l+y + (n- 1) ] ;

since S > -1, we have 3/2 + 3/4 > 1/4 > 0, so that

(4.33) ^•<5(«;y)|<21/2^(i5+l,y+l)(l-yf2+3/4<21'/2+5/V((3 + l,y+l).

For y G [0 ,1], (4.21) implies that

(4.34) \by/(n;y)\ < (1 -^/2+3/4(l +y)á/2+3/4«1/2(« - 1)"1/2

xK(y+ 1 ,S + l)[l - y + (n - i)-2fy/2~y4

<2Xl2K(y+l,ô+l)(l+y)âl2+"\l-y)y'2+^

x[i-n(«-ir2r/2-5/4;

since y > -1, we have y/2 + 3/4 > 1/4 > 0, so that

(4.35) |^'<5(«;y)|<21/2í:(y+l,á + l)(l+>;)<5/2+3/4<2<5/2+5/4/s:(y+l,¿+l).

Consequently, the functions by 's («;•),/= 1 ,2, are uniformly bounded for

« > 2. Letting Mj£ denote the operator of multiplication by by'S(n;-), we

have

(4.36) Ty¿f = Myx>Sn(MuwHM2)My¿X[_x A]f

where H denotes the Hilbert transform. Now it is easily seen that w2 is an A2

weight; by Lemma 4.1 there exist constants Sx , C > 0 depending only upon
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w such that if ß G BMO with \\ß\\t < ôx then (cow)2 is also in A2 with an

A2 constant depending only upon w . Consequently, for ||/5||„ < ¿, ,

(4-37) \MWWHM-^{0)<C

where C is a constant depending only upon w  (see [7]).   From (4.36) and

(4.37) it follows that \\T2'n ||^(0) is bounded by a constant independent of «

and ß.

The analysis of S^ 'n (for « > 2 ) is similar. It can be seen without difficulty

that

(4.38) Hy2'\n-y ,x)coy s(x)coy s(y) = by2'S(n-x)byx'â(n-,y)W _\{X)    1
'• "' w    (y) y - x

so that

(4.39) Sy2:âJ=-My2^Mww_lHM^_i)MlSnX[_XA]f-,

since w      is an A2  weight, applying Lemma 4.1 as before shows that for

ll/^IL < ^i > 11^2 i 11^(0) *s DOun(led by a constant independent of « , ß .

The analysis of Tyx 'n is somewhat easier. Since y ,ô > — j , it is easy to see

that for x , y e [-1 ,1 ], « e N,

(4.40) \Hyx'ä(n;x,y)coyS(x)coyS(y)\ < C'y ,ô)w(x)w(y)

where C(y ,Ô) is independent of « . Then, by (4.22) and (4.40),

(4.41)

■1 ,    /•!        /■!
2

dx.j_x \Tlif(x)\2dx < C(y,S)21    I   w(x)w(y)co(x)co(y)  x f(y)dy

Letting / = [-1 ,1], b = logw , we may write

(4.42) w(x)w(y)co(x)co(y)~x = exp[(b + ß)(x)-m,(b + ß)]

x exp[(b - ß)(y) - m,(b - ß)] exp[m,(2b)].

Then, by (4.42) and Schwarz' inequality

(4.43) /   / w(x)w(y)co(x)co(y)~X f(y)dy   dx
Ji \Ji

< exp[m,(4b)] • ( Í exp[2(b + ß)(x) - m¡(2(b + ß))]dx

x (^exp[2(¿> - ß)(y) - m,(2(b - ß))]dy^j||/|¿(0).

When \\ß\\„ < ôx , we have w2co2 and w co~ G A2, so the right-hand side

of (4.43) is bounded by a constant times ||/||L(0), where the constant depends

only on w. Thus \\ß\\t <ôx implies that 11T¡ 'Sn \\^(0) is bounded by a constant

independent of « , ß .
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By virtue of the decomposition (4.17), the proof is complete.   D

The following corollaries are immediate:

Corollary 4.2.1.   (Py' ) and (Qyn' ) are uniformly holomorphic in a neighbor-

hood of 0 in BMO whenever y ,ô > —\.   o

Corollary 4.2.2. For y ,3 > -4, there exists a constant C(y ,ô) such that for

all £eBMO,

(4.44) \\[Mß,Sl'S(0)]\\^sm<C(y,o)\\ß\l.   D

5. AN APPLICATION TO THE TODA FLOW

Let dp be a nonnegative measure on [-1,1] which is absolutely continuous

with respect to Lebesgue measure; for example, dp may be Lebesgue measure

weighted by a Jacobi weight. Following the notation of §2, for « e N, let Hn(0)

denote the set of polynomials of degree at most « , considered as a subspace

of L(0) = L2([-l, 1] ,dp). Let co be a fixed nonnegative real-valued function

such that co2 + co~2 e L*([-l ,l]),dp); write ß = logw e L'([-l ,l],dp).

For each t in a neighborhood of 0 in R, we consider the Gram-Schmidt proce-

dure in the space L(tß) = L2([-l , 1] ,co2'dp). Specifically, we let (pn t(x):n e

N) denote the orthogonal polynomial system on L(tß) obtained by applying

the Gram-Schmidt procedure to ( 1 , x , x ,...). For t ^ 0, it is easily seen

that (pn t) arises also by applying Gram-Schmidt to (pn 0) ; and, in fact,

(5.1) Pn,,=
{S„(tß)-Sn_x(tß)}pnfi

\\{Sn(tß)-Sn_x(tß)}pnfi\\L{tß)-

The polynomials  (pn t)  satisfy the following three-term recurrence (see, for

example, [10, §3.2]):

(5.2) xpn t(x) = An_x(t)pn_x /x) + Bn(t)pn/x) + An(t)pn+x t(x),        «eN,

where we let p_x t(x) = 0 = A_x(t), and, for « e N,

(5-3) An(t) = £ x(Mw,pn ,)(x)(Mw,pn+x J)(x)dp(x),

(5-4) Bn(t) = Jl x[(Mwlpn ,)(x)]2dp(x).

The Gram-Schmidt process can be done so that An(t) > 0 for all « e N. It

is easy to see that, for « e N and t G R, \An(t)\, \Bn(t)\ < 1. We note for

future reference that, by (5.1),

(,5) M  „ {Qn(tß)-Qn_x(tß)}(Mco,pn0)

1     ' (0'P"'1     \\{Qn(tß)-Qn_x(tß)}(Mwlpn„)\\m
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2
Let /+ denote the complex Hubert space of square summable sequences; i.e., a

2
sequence (an) is in /   if and only if

oo

(5.6) iik)!^ = EKi2<0°;
n=0

2
the inner product on /   is given by

oo

rc=0

The mapping Lt:L(tß) —> L(tß) given by Ltf(x) = xf(x) induces a bounded

linear transformation on /   given by the matrix

(B¿t) A0(t) 0 0 .\

A0(t) Bx(t) Ax(t) 0 .

0 Ax(t) B2(t) A2(t).

0          0 A2(t) B3(t) A¡(t)    ■ ■
(5.8) J(t) =

'. J

J(t) is an infinite, symmetric, tridiagonal matrix with strictly positive off-

diagonal elements, i.e., a Jacobi matrix. The mapping t >-> J(t) defines a flow

on the space of Jacobi matrices, which is a generalized infinite-dimensional

Toda flow of the type studied by Deift, Li, and Tomei in [4], especially §5.

Deift et. al. have asked for a characterization of those functions co for which

the flow J is analytic in a neighborhood of 0 in R. As an application of our

earlier work, we can now give a partial answer to their question. We remark

that the analyticity of the flow J is essentially equivalent to the analyticity of
It

the Gram-Schmidt process relative to measures of the form co dp on [-1 ,1].
2 Ä

Let us be more explicit about the operator J(t) on /+ . Suppose that / =

(/0,/i ,/2, •••>,# = <£o'£i >£>' •••) e ll'f and 8 give the Fourier coeffi-
cients for functions f, ,g, G L(tß) defined by

(5.9) ft = Y,fkPk,t>        8t = Y,8kPk,f
k=0 k=0

Then we have

(5.10)

(J(t)f,g) = B0(t)fogo + Ao(t)fxg0
oo

+ H{4t(0//cl/c+i +Bk+ifk+ih+i +^+1(0/fc+1¿W
¿t=0

We state our question about the analyticity of J precisely, as follows.   We

would like to know: under what conditions on co is it possible to extend / to
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a neighborhood U of 0 in C, in such a way as to insure that the extension J

is a holomorphic map from U to the space 27(I+) of bounded linear operators

on /2 ? By virtue of (5.10), we see that it suffices to obtain conditions on co

which will insure that there is a neighborhood U of 0 in C to which, for each

« e N, the functions An and Bn can be holomorphically extended to functions

of modulus < 1.

The extension of An and Bn to complex values is easily effected by defining,

for z G C,

rsin m {Qn(^ß)-Qn-^ß)}(M01,Pnfi)

1 J -    "'*       \\{Qn(zß)-Qn-^ß)}(Mco:Pn,0)Wm '

the extension is meaningful whenever the extension of (Qn) to complex-valued

functions is meaningful. Since the L(0)-norm of (5.11) is 1, it follows from

(5.3) and (5.4) with z in place of t that \An(z)\, \Bn(z)\ < 1.

In fact, it suffices to obtain conditions on co which will guarantee the exis-

tence of a neighborhood U of 0 in C such that the mapping z >-> Mm,pn z is

a holomorphic map from U to L(0) for each « e N. In the remainder of this

section, we will do this in the special case in which dp is Lebesgue measure

weighted by a Jacobi weight co  ¿ , where y ,S > — \ .

We shall make use of the notation established in §4. For « e N and x e

[-1,1], we let

(5.12) Pn""'(x) = ■>(y ¿)
C"IL,(0)

denote the «th normalized Jacobi polynomial. We begin with the following

result:

Lemma 5.1. Suppose ß e BMO and let co = e . For «eN, y,3 > -j, and

zgC, let

(5.13) Fy/(z) = Mw¿:>*\

Then there exists a neighborhood U of 0 in C, and a constant K > 0, such

that for each «eN, Fy' is an analytic function from U to L ,(0), and for

all zgU,

(5-14) ll^(z)IL,(0)<*-

Proof. By virtue of (4.20), (4.21), and [10, equation (4.3.4), p. 68], we see that

there is a constant K(y ,3) such that, for « e N,

,,,. , {y,s}.  ..^\ K(y,3)(l+x + n-2)-sl2-x'4,     xe[-l,0],
(5.15) \p'    (x)\ < < ,      .,  ,,.

Wn     '  ']-{K(y,3)(l-x + n)-2)-y/2-x/4,    xe[0,l].
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Now note that if r ,s > 1 and 1/z* + 1/s = 1 , we have

(5.16)     \\Fy'ó(z)\\L A0) < (|' \co(x)2zr\(l-x)y(l+x)ódx

x(fy:-S)(x)\2s(l-x)y(l+x)âdxyS

by Holder's inequality. Now we have, by (5.15), for « > 1,

(5.17)

f\pny'S\xt(I-x)y(I+x)sdx
Jo

<2SK(y,3)2s [\l-x + n-2)-ys-s/2(l-x)ydx
Jo

<2S+xK(y,5)2s{ f~    \l-x)-ys-s/2+ydx+ f      n2ys+s(l-x)ydx
[Jo Jl-n~2

= 2a+xK(y,3)2síf  y-ys-s/2+ydy + n2ys+s i" 'yydy\ .-ys-s/2+y , ¿ys+s
y dy + n

to

If y = — A , the rightmost expression in (5.17) becomes2

•1

(5.18) 2S+xK(y,3)2s f yy dy = (y + iyX2S+X K(y ,3)2s.
Jo

If y > -5 and 1 < s < (2 + 2y)(l + 2y)~x, we have -ys -s/2 + y > -1, so

that the rightmost expression in (5.17) is dominated by

(5.19) 2S+lK(y ,3)2s L-^-+ -^r} •
(_2y + 2-2yj-5      y+lj

Thus it is not difficult to see that for y , 3 > \ and for 5 satisfying 1 < s <

min{(2 + 2y)(l +2y)_1 ,(2 + 25)(l + 23)'x}, there is a constant Kx(y ,3 ,s)

such that for all « e N,

(5.20) (|_' |p^<5)(x)|2î(l-x)J'(l+x)<5i/x)   S <Kx(y,3,s).

For any such choice of s, let r be the conjugate exponent to s. By Lemma

4.1, there exists a neighborhood U0 of 0 in C such that, for all z e U0 ,

(5.21) |W(x)2zr|(l-x)5'(l+x)i5

is an A2 weight, hence integrable on [-1 ,1] ; in fact, using the characterization

of A2 given in the proof of Lemma 4.1, it follows that for z e U0,

(5.22) j   |w(x)2zr|(l-x)}'(l+x)áí/x

is bounded above by a constant independent of z . Thus there is a constant K

such that for all z e U0 , and for all « e N, we obtain (5.14).
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Now note that

(5-23) i/'n\z) = MßMjyn*-,

as before, if 1 < 5 < min{(2+2y)(l+2y)"1 ,(2+2ri)(l+2á)-1} and l/r+l/s =

1, we obtain

(5.24) ¿*'w
i.;..,(0)

l/r

< Kx(y,3,s)(j^ \ß(x)2zrco(x)2zr\(l - x)y(l+x)sdx^j

<Kx(y,3,s)(f   exp(4r|zj3(x)|)-(l-x)í'(l+x)'5úfx)     .

Again, there is a neighborhood V0 of 0 in C such that, for all z e VQ ,

(5.25) Í   exp(4r|z/J(x)|)-(l-x)}'(l+x)'5ijfx

is bounded above by a constant independent of z . If we take U = U0 n V0 ,

the lemma follows.   D

Now suppose ß is a fixed function in BMO, to = e   , y ,3 > -\.  For

z e C, define

At ¿) {QY(zß)-Qyna_x(zß)}(Mw^yx)
(5.26) M, -p\

- "'Z       \\{Qy/(zß)-QyJx(zß)}(Mw:ply^)\\L?A0)

By Corollary 4.2.1 and Lemma 5.1, there is a neighborhood Ux of 0 in C,

and a constant Kx > 0, such that for « e N, the map

(5.27) z * {Qy/(zß) - Ql^(zß)}(Myny'S))

is an analytic function from Ux to Ly s(0), and for all z e Ux ,

(5.28) \\{QynS(zß) - Qynfx(zß)}(MwJnyA))\\L A0) < Kx.

In particular, this implies that the family of maps (5.27) is continuous on Ux

uniformly in « . Now note that

(5.29) {Qy/(0)-QyJx(0)}(p{ny'ó))=piy'ó)
so that, for z = 0, the denominator in (5.26) is identically 1. Thus there is a

neighborhood U2 of 0 in C, and a constant K2 > 0, such that for all z e U2

and for all a e N,

(5.30) \\{Ql'\zß)-QyJx(zß)}(Myny'S))\\LÄ0)>K2.

From this, then, it follows that there is a neighborhood U of 0 in C such that

the mapping

(5-31) z"K=Pn,?

is holomorphic from U to L s(0) for each « e N. Consequently, we obtain
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Proposition 5.2. Let y ,8 >-\,let ß e BMO, and let co = eß . Let 11-> Jy s(t)

denote the Toda flow corresponding to the Gram-Schmidt process relative to the

measure

(5.32) co(xf(l -x)y(l+x)âdx

on [-1,1]. Then there is a neighborhood U of 0 in C to which J s may be

extended to a holomorphic map J s: U ^ 27(l2) .   o

6. Uniform analyticity on the circle, revisited

In §4, we showed that, for y , 8 > - \ , the family (Py ' ) of conjugated partial

sum operators for Jacobi series is uniformly holomorphic in a neighborhood

of 0 in BMO. We conjecture that, in fact, BMO is the space of uniform

holomorphy at 0 for (Py ' ). Owing in part to the complicated form which

the kernel of Py' takes, this conjecture will be somewhat more difficult to

establish than the analogous results for the partial sums of Fourier series which

we obtained in §3.

There are a number of classical results on the equiconvergence of Jacobi

series with cosine series (for example, [10, Theorem 9.1.2]), which lead us to

consider, as a preliminary step, the problem of determining the space of uniform

holomorphy at 0 for the conjugated partial sums of cosine series. In this section,

we shall show that BMO([0 ,n])—i.e., the space of even functions of bounded

mean oscillation on T—is the space of uniform holomorphy at 0 for conjugated

partial sums of cosine series.

We will use the notation established in §3, with some additions and modifica-

tions. Let Z(0) = L2([0 ,n] ,dd) and let co be a nonnegative weight function

on [0,7i] such that co,co~x G L(0); write ß = logw. For each « e N,

let Hn(0) be the span of (1 , cos0 , cos20 , ... , cos«0) in L(0). We define

L(ß) = L2([0,n],co2(6)dd) and let Hn(ß) denote the closure of Hn(0) in

L(ß). We let Sn(ß) be the self-adjoint projection of L(ß) onto Hn(ß), and

then define

(6.1) Qn(ß) = Mjn(ß)M-X,

(6-2) Pn(ß) = Mjn(0)M-X.

A function b G Lx([0,n], dd) is an element of BMO([0 , n], dd) if and only

if

(6.3)        ||¿||, = sup |/f ' / \b(x) - m,(b)\dx = supm,(\b - m,(b)\)
i J i i

is finite, where the supremum is taken over all subintervals / of [0 , n]. We

shall abbreviate  BMO([0 ,n] ,dd)  to  BMOp   (the subscript  'e'  stands for

'even'').
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Now suppose that g e L(0), and let g be its even extension to [-n , n).

Then

= Sn(0)g
[o,*]

(6.4) Sn(0)g

so that, for 0 e [0 , n],

(6.5) {Sn(0)g}(d) = ¿ J* Z>„(0 , V)#(v/)rfV = ¿ jT" D„(0 , ¥0*(¥0rfy

where, for ^ e [0 , n],

Dn(6,y,) = Dn(d,-ys)+Dn(d,¥)

(6.6) _ sin[(2« + l)^]     sin[(2a+l)^]

sin(^)       +       sin(^)       •

Letting 27(0) denote the space of bounded linear operators on L(0), we obtain

the following as an immediate consequence of our work in §3:

Proposition 6.1.  (P ) and (Q) are uniformly holomorphic families of mappings

from a neighborhood of 0 in BMOf to 27(0).   D

To prove that BMO^ is actually the space of uniform holomorphy at 0 for

(Pn) and (Qn), it suffices by Corollary 2.2.2 to show that ß e BMOf is a neces-

sary and sufficient condition for boundedness of the set {||[A/„ ,<S_(0)]|| ~ : « e

N}. To gain some intuition for this problem, we first consider a somewhat sim-

pler problem involving "partial sums" of Fourier transforms on R.

For / e L (R), we define the Fourier transform and its inverse according to

the normalization

(6.7) M) = f e~ixif(x)dx ,       f(x) = ~\ eixiM)di.
Jr 2n Jr

1 1
For each positive integer « , we define the operator Tn(0):L (R) —► L (R) by

setting

(6-8) Tn(0)f=(fX[_nn])v

for / e L (R).  Tn(0) is a convolution operator, with kernel

(6.9) K„(x) = — sin«x.
' nK  '     nx

— 2 ")

We define the operator FM(0):L ([0,co)) —► L ([0,co)) as follows: for g e
2

L ([0 ,co)), let g denote its even extension to R, and define

[0,oo)
(6.10) fn(0)g = Tn(0)g

For x e [0, co), we have

(6.11) {fn(0)}g(x)= [ Kn(x-y)g(y)dy= f°° Kn(x ,y)g(y)dy
Jr Jo
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where

Kn(x,y) = Kn(x-y) + Kn(x+y)

(6.12) i  f(x + y)sin«(x-y) + (x-y)sin«(x+ y) 1

The operators Tn(0) and Tn(0) are the continuous analogues of Sn(0) and

Sn (0), respectively. Now suppose that co = e is a nonnegative weight function

on R such that co2 + co~2 e L,'0C(R), and define Tn(ß) = MwTn(0)M~x . We

obtain the following continuous analogue of Proposition 3.1 :

Proposition 6.2. The quantity sup(||F/!()S)||_?,(L2(R)): «=1,2,3,...) is finite if

and only if co  e A2.

Proof. This is the content of Corollary 3.1.2, Chapter 4 of [5].   D

Corollary 6.2.1.  (Tn) is a uniformly holomorphic family of mappings from a

neighborhood of 0 in BMO(R) to 2?(L2(R)).

Proof. Completely analogous to that of Corollary 3.1.1.   D

Corollary 6.2.2.   (Tn)  is a uniformly holomorphic family of mappings from a

neighborhood of 0 in BMO([0,co)) to ^(L2([0,co))).    D

It is left as a straightforward exercise for the reader to prove the continuous

analogue of Proposition 3.2 (i.e., with Tn(0) in place of £„(0)). It is the proof

of the corresponding result for Fn(0) that is of greatest interest to us here. We

shall begin with an extremely useful lemma.

Let 1 < p < co. A nonnegative weight function w on R is said to belong

to the class A if and only if both w and w~ '(p~ are locally integrable, and

there is a constant C > 0 such that for all subintervals / of R,

(6.13) {\I\-x¡¡W)(\I\-xj¡W-x'^)P~X<C.

The smallest constant for which (6.13) holds is called the A   constant of w .

It is worth noting here that

(6.14) Ax=    f|   Ap,        Ax=    \J   Ap
l<p«x> l<p<oo

(see, for example, [5, Chapter 4, Theorem 1.14 and Corollary 2.13]). Our lemma

is as follows:

Lemma 6.3. Suppose w e A^ and b G Lloc(R). Suppose, moreover, that there

is a constant K(b) such that, for all subintervals IofR,

(6.15) w(I)~x Í \b(x) - m¡(b)\w(x)dx < K(b)

where

(6.16) w(I)= j w(x)dx.
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Then b G BMO(R), and \\b\\t < C(w)K(b), where C(w) is a constant depend-

ing only upon w.

Proof. Since w e A    , it follows from (6.14) that there is a p G (I ,00) such

that w G An. Now let / be a subinterval of R ; we have, by Holder's inequality,

x

i/p /   r ..,    ,,     \(P-0/p

(6.17) j \b(x) - m¡(b)\d

<( Í \b(x) - m,(b)\pw(x)dx\     ( Í w(x)~x/ip~x)dx

It is not difficult to see that there is a constant Cx depending only upon p such

that

(6.18) ( i\b(x)-m,(b)\pw(x)dx\     < Cxw(I)x/pK(b)

(see, for example, [5, Chapter 2, Corollary 3.10]). Moreover, if C2 is the A

constant of w , we have

/   r \ (P~l)/P
(6.19) (Jw(x)-x/ip-x)dx) < C2Xlp\I\w(I)-xlp.

Combining (6.17)-(6.19), and letting C(w) = CxC2/p , we have

(6.20) f \b(x) - m,(b)\dx < \I\C(w)K(b)

from which the result follows.   D

We make use of the lemma to prove

Proposition 6.4. There exist constants Cx ,C2> 0 such that

(6.21) Cx\\ß\i < sup\\[M , fH(0)]\\    < C2\\ß\i
n r

for all ß G L,'oc([0 ,00)), where \\-\\t denotes the norm on BMO([0,00)), and

|| • ||     denotes the norm as an operator on L ([0,00)).

Proof. The existence of C2 with the requisite property is immediate from

Corollary 6.2.2. To establish the existence of Cx, we make use of Lemma

6.3. For x e [0 ,00), let w(x) = x2 ; w is an Ax weight. We shall show that

there exists a constant p > 0 such that for all subintervals / of [0 , co), and

for all ßGLxXoc([0,oo)),

(6.22) w(I)~l f \ß(x) - m,(ß)\2w(x)dx < pC2,

where

(6.23) C = sup||[A//,,f„(0)]||op.

The result is then immediate from the [0 ,oo)-version of Lemma 6.3.
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Let / be a subinterval of [0 , co) and let x e [0, co). Define the function

fx = fi,x,n by setting,

(6.24)       fx(y) = Xl(y)n(x2-y2)cosny = X,(y)^(x2 -y2)(einy + e~iny)

for y g [0 , co). Note that, for ye/,

(6.25)
l(x + y)sin«(x-y) =   I       + ,«_„ _ ^(i-y^tny + e-^
7T _£z _ yz •* 4Z

1  , ,r  inx        —inx        in(2y—x)   .     —in(2y-x)
= T-.(x + y)[e     -e       -e '+e

4/

= x(x+y)sin«x + x(x + y)sin«(x-2y),

(6.26)
l(x-y)sin«(x+y)^(j;) =    1^ _ y)[gin(x+y) _ ^x+y^.ny + ^

1 , Nr  inx        -inx -in(2y+x)   ,     in(2y+x),
= 4¡{x-y)[e     ~e       ~e    Ky   ' +e Ky   ']

= -z(x - y) sin «x + -(x - y) sin «(x + 2y),

so that, by (6.12),

K„(x ,y)fx(y) = {xsin«x +±(x + y)sin«(x-2y)

+ \(x - y) sin«(x + 2y)}/7(y)

= {x sin «x + x sin «x cos 2«y - y sin 2«y cos nx}Xj(y).

Combining (6.11) and (6.27), we obtain

(6.28)
{Wß , Tn(0)]fx}(x) = xsinnx\I\(ß(x) - m,(ß))

roo

+ xsin«x /    cos2«y()S(x)-)3(y))^/(y)rfy
Jo

poo

- cos «x /    y sin 2ny(ß(x) - ß(y))X,(y)dy.
Jo

As in the proof of Proposition 3.2, we apply the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma and

Fatou's lemma to see that

(6.29)

hm  /|{[M„,7;(0)]/X}(x)|2¿x = ïïm" f x2 sin2 nx\I\2\ß(x) - m,(ß)\2dx

= \\I\2 j^(x)-m^)\2w(x)dx

where we have used the fact that sin «x = \ - \ cos 2«x.

Now suppose x0 is the midpoint of /, and suppose further that x0 > 2|/|.

By (6.24), we may write

(6.30) fx(y) = (x2 - x¡)^Xl(y)cosny + (x2 -y2)^X,(y)cosny
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so that

(6.31) {[Mß , fn(0)]fx}(x) = (x2 - x20)j{[Mß ,Tn(0)]hx}(x)

+ ^{[Mß,fn(0)]h2}(x),

where

(6.32) «,(y) = X,(y) cos«y ,       h2(y) = (x2 - y2)X[(y) cosny.

If x0 > 2|/|, then, for y Gl,

(6.33) ^<Xo-\ä<y<Xo+n<5^,

so that, in particular,

(6.34) (y2

Consequently,

(6.34) (y2 -x02)2 = (y-x0)2(y + x0)2 < (|/|2/4)(81x2/16) < 2x02|/|2.

(6.35) IIMl2<|/U

(6.36) ||/z2||2< / 2x20\I\2dx = 2x2|/|3,

(6.37) w(I) = jy2dy>^x20\I\.

Thus, by (6.23), (6.31), and (6.34)-(6.37), we have

(6.38) j \{[Mß , fn(0)]fx}(x)\2dx < 7t2x¡\I\3C2 < ^-n2C2w(I)\I\2.

Thus, by (6.29)

(6.39) w(I)-X J \ß(x) - m,(ß)\2w(x)dx < ^nC2.

If, on the other hand, j|/| < x0 < 2|/|, we write

(6.40) fx(y) = x2^X,(y)cosny -y2-X,(y)cosny

so that

(6.41)

{[Mß,fn(0)]fx}(x)=x27^{[Mß,fn(0)]hx}(x) - \{[Mß ,fn(0)]whx}(x).

Now we have

(6.42) w(I) = jy2dy = \{(xQ + Aj/|)3 - (x0 - Aj/|)3}

= i{3x02|/| + i|/|3}

>T2l7|3.
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(6-43) ||A,|l2<|/|,

(6.44) l|wAIIÉ<//</j'<i|/|5.

Noting that, for x e /, x < 11/|, we have

(6.45) J \{[Mß , fn(0)]fx}(x)\2dx < 10^2C2|/|5 < l20n2C2w(I)\I\2,

by (6.23) and (6.41)-(6.44). Hence, by (6.29),

(6.46) w(I)~x Í \ß(x) - m,(ß)\2w(x)dx < 240n2C2.

Thus, combining (6.39) and (6.46), we obtain (6.22) with p = 240n2. This

completes the proof.   G

Corollary 6.4.1. BMO([0,co))  is the space of uniform holomorphy at 0 for

(fn).    u

The proof of the periodic analogue of Proposition 6.4 is only slightly more

complicated, but the basic idea is the same:

2
Proposition 6.5. Suppose ß G L ([0 , n]). Then

(6.47) C = sup||[^,5„(0)]||_?(0)<co

if and only if ß e BMOe.

Proof. The sufficiency of ß e BMOf is an immediate consequence of Propo-

sition 6.1. We shall prove that (6.47) implies ß G BMOp by using the [0, n]-
version of Lemma 6.3.

For 0 e [0, n], let w(d) = sin2 0/2 ; w is an A^ weight on [0, n]. We shall

show that there exists a constant p > 0 such that whenever / is a subinterval

of [0 , n] with |/| < 7T/400, and whenever ß e l'([0 , n]), there is a constant

Cj(ß) such that

(6.48) w(I)~x Í \ß(6) - c,(ß)\2w(d)dd < pC2.

The result then follows from the [0 , 7r]-version of Lemma 6.3 together with [5,

Chapter 1, Lemmas 9.4 and 9.5].

Let / be a subinterval of [0 ,n] with |/| < rc/400, and let 0 e /. Define

the function fg = fig„ by setting, for yi e [0, n],

(6.49) fg(y,) = 2^)008 [(2» + l)f ] sin (^^) sin (^y5^)

= Xl(yi) {exp [/(2a + 1)|] + exp [-/(2a + 1)-|] }

x sin ^-j-j sin \-^-j .
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A straightforward calculation using (6.6) shows that

(6.50)

where

(6.51)

Dn(6,yy)fg(yy) = 2sin (2a + l)|
Ñ a/

sin - cos y + 4>(« , 0 , y/)

$(« , 0 , y/) = sin

+ sin

(2„+1)(^)]sin(^)

For y/ G [0, n], let p(yi) = cos yi/2, and set

(6.52) p(I) = j p(w)d¥.

Then, by (6.5) and (6.50),

(6.53) {[Mß ,Sn(0)]fe}(6) = ¿ ¡' Dn(8 , y,)fg(y,)(ß(6) - ß(V))dy,

= i sin [(2« + 1)|] sin |/>(/)[/?(0) - cf(ß)]

+ ^j^(n,d,yy)(ß(9)-ß(ip))d¥,

where

(6.54) c,(ß) = p(Ifx Jß(vr)p(y)dy

and, by the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma,

(6.55) lim
n—»oo ¿/O(«,0,

y,)(ß(d)-ß(¥))dy/ = 0.

Applying the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma and Fatou's lemma in by now familiar

fashion, we obtain

(6.56)    lim ¡\Wß,SH (O)]/e}(0)|V0

= lim
n—»oo

-^(/)2^sin2[(2«+l)| \ß(6)-Cl(ß)\2w(e)dd

= ^p(i)2 f\ß(d)-Cl(ß)\2w(e)de
2n J i

where we have used the fact that sin2[(2« + l)f ] = \ - \ cos[(2« + 1)0].

Now suppose y/0 is the midpoint of /. We shall consider five cases:

(i) TT/200 > 2|/| > ^0 ;

(ii) Tt/200 > y,0 > 2|/| ;

(iii) 71/200 < y/0 < 199tt/200;

(iv) 7T/200 > 2|/| > n - y/0 ,\.e., 199tt/200 < n - 2|/| < y/Q ;

(v) 7t/200 > n - y/0 > 2|/|, i.e., 199^/200 <y/Q<n- 2|/|.
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We begin with:

Case (i): 7t/200 > 2|/| > y/Q . The addition formula for sines show that

,„„   sin(^)sin(^) =
6 + y/\  .   ( 6 - y/\      .20      21c      . 2 w     20

- sin - cos — - sin — cos -
2 2 2 2

w(8)p2(y/)-w(y/)p2(d).

If we let

(6.58) ln(y,) = 2cos[(2n+l)^]Xl(yf)

then, by (6.49),

(6.59) fg(yt) = w(d)p2(y,)Xn(y,) - p2(d)w(yj)Xn(y/)

so that

(6.60)

{[^,5JO)]/e}(0) = ^(0){[M^,5JO)]/z2Aj(0)-/z2(0){[M/?,^(O)]u;An}(0).

It is easily seen that there exist constants C, , C2, C3 > 0 such that, for y/ e /,

(6.61) C,\y/\2 <w(y/) < C2\y/\2   and   C3 < p(y/) < 1.

Thus we have

(6.62) |/| > p(I) > C3|/|,

(6.63) \\p\\\]<Jp(v)4dv<\I\,

(6.64) ||«;AJ|2 < C22jyy4dW = C¡\(52\I\)5 < 20C2|/|5,

(6.65) w(I)>Cx f y/2dy/>ACx\I\\

where the estimation (6.65) is exactly like (6.42). Note also that, for y/ G I,

(6.66) tz;(V/)<C2|V/|2<^C2|/|2.

Then we have

(6.67)

J{[Mß,Sn(0)]fg}(6)\2de

< j\w(d)\2\{[Mß ,Sn(0)]p2kn}(0)\2dd + j\{[Mß ,Sn(0)]wXn}(6)\2de

<[2ic2|/|2]2.c2.|iAn2 + c2.|Mj|2

<Kxw(I)p(I)2C2

where Kx  is independent of ß ,1, and « . Combining (6.56) and (6.67), we

obtain

(6.68) w(iyX (\ß(d)-Cl(ß)\2w(6)dd<2n2KxC2.
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Case (ii): 7r/200 > y/Q > 2|/|. In this case we write

(6.69)

sin ("I" j = sin (-V^J

= sin ^__ft J cos [-!L2-) + sin [-^-j cos ¡-^-B- j ,

(6.70)    sin(^)=sinfcosf +
0  .   yi

cos -sin -

= wx/2(d)p(y,) + p(d)wx/2(¥).

If we let wx0/2(6) = sin(^), p0(d) = cos(^), then we have

(6.71) sin
d + y/

MV)
[wx/2(d)p(yv) + p(d)wx/2(yy)][wx0/2(e)p0(w) - wx0/2(W)p0(d)]

= (wwQ)x,2(6)(pp0)(v) - (wx/2p0)(d)(pwx0'2)(y,)

+ (wXQ/2p)(e)(p0wX/2)(w) - (pp0)(9)(ww0)x/2(y,)

so that, by (6.49), (6.58), and (6.71), we have

(6.72)        {[Mß ,5n(O)]/fl}(0) = (ww0)x/2(6){[Mß ,Sn(0)]Xnpp0}(6)

- (wx/2p0)(d){[Mß ,Sn(0)]Xnpwx0/2}(6)

+ (wx0/2p)(9){[Mß ,Sn(0)]XnPyl2}(e)

- (pp0)(d){[Mß ,Sn(0mnwx/2wx0/2}(6).

Since y/0 and |/| are small, (6.61) continues to hold for yt G I, and hence

(6.62) holds as well. Moreover, (6.61) holds for w0 ,p0 in place of w ,p. As

in (6.33), we obtain

(6-73) ^<V<5-f,        Wei.

Thus we have:

(6.74) «;(/)> Ac,y,¡[I\.

For y/ g I, we have

(6.75) \(ww0)' (v)\<¡C2ys0\I\,

(6-76) \(wX'2Po)(w)\<\CX2l2w0,

(6-77) \(w¿2p)(v)\<x2C\l2\I\,

(6-78) \(pp0)(v)\ < 1 ,
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\\K(^o)l/2\\l<2úcy0\i\\

IIV^'V))^ < K2|/r\

P„(/»/\,))ll2<m.
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and so we have

(6-79)

(6.80)

(6.81)

(6.82)

Thus, by (6.62), (6.72), and (6.74)-(6.82) we have

(6.83) J\{[Mp ,Sn(0)]fg}(6)\2d9 < KC2\I\3w2o < K2C2w(I)p(I)2

where K ,K2 are independent of ß ,1,«. Combining (6.56) and (6.83), we

obtain

(6.84) w(I)~x Í \ß(6) - Cj(ß)\2w(6)de < 2nK2C2.

Case (iii): 7t/200 < y/Q < 1997T/200. Exactly as in Case (ii), we obtain the

expression (6.72). For this case, we observe that the functions w ,p0, and p

behave essentially as constants. Moreover, there is a constant C4 such that for

vei,

K(y/)|<C4|/|2.(6.85)

Thus we have

(6.86)

(6.87)

(6.88)

(6.89)

(6.90)

(6.91)

w(I) ~ |/|,

p(I)2~\I\2,

II^V^II2^!2.
11^(^0)112 S|/|,

\\K(wo2p)\\\^\i\\

so that, combining (6.72) and (6.85)-(6.91) we have

(6.92) j\{[Mß ,Sn(0)]fg}(d)\2d6 < K,C2w(I)p(I)2

where K3 is independent of ß ,1 ,n . Combining (6.56) and (6.92), we have

(6.93) w(I)~x f |0(0) - c,(ß)\2w(d)de < 2n2K3C2.

Case (iv): 7r/200 > 2|/| > n - y/0. This case is in certain respects analogous to

Case (i). Using the fact that sinx = sin(7t - x), we write, as in (6.57),

(6.94)
.   (6 + y/\   .   (0-y/\

sin (^__ j sin (__ j sin
(n-d) + (n- y/)

sin
(n-d)-(n- ip)

= w„(e)P„(V) - WrS^PÁ6)
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where w (y/) = w(n - y/), pn(v) = p(n - W) • Thus we obtain (6.60) with wn

in place of w and pn in place of p. The estimate involving wn and pn are

essentially the same as those involving w and p in Case (i). Moreover, it is

easy to see that w(I) ~ |/| while p(I)2 > |/|4, so that w(I)p(I)2 > |/|5. Thus,

by essentially the same argument as in Case (i), we have

(6.95) w(I)~X f |0(0) - Cj(ß)\2w(6)dd < 2n2K4C2
Jt

where K4 is independent of ß ,1 ,n .

Case (v): 7t/200 > n - y/0 > 2|/|. This case is analogous to Case (ii). We write

(6.96) sin (ç^j = wx0l2(d)p0(yr) - wf (y,)p0(8)

(6.97)
id + w\       .   Un-d)(d + V\ =á„ \(n~e) t (x-V)

= w„  (0)PK(V) + Pn(8)w^(y/)

and, as in Case (ii), we obtain (6.72) with wn in place of w and pM in place

of p.

Geometrically, / is a "mirror image" across y/ = n/2 of an interval of the

type considered in Case (ii). Consequently, we obtain estimates of the form

(6.98) />(/)> (n - yt0)\I\,       w(I)~\I\,

(6.99) IK^0)1/2(V)I ̂  l7l   forve/,

(6.100) \(wlJ2Po)(w)\ < 1    for^e/,

(6.101) \{wlQ,2px){¥)\z(x-v0)\I\   for y,Gl,

(6.102) \(PxP0)(v)\Z{x-¥0)   foripGl

so that

(6.103) HA„Kti;0)1/2||2<|/|3,

(6.104) I|a„K/2//0)||2 < |/|,

(6.105) \\K(wol/2Pn)\\U(x-W0)2\I\\

(6.106) l|A„(^0)||2S(7r-^0)2|/|.

Thus we have

(6.107) j\{[Mß ,Sn(0)]fg}(6)\2dO < K'C2\I\\n - ip0)2 < K5C2w(I)p(I)2

where K', K5 are independent of ß ,1, « . Combining (6.56) and (6.107), we

obtain

(6.108) w(I)~x Í |0(0) - Cj(ß)\2w(d)dd < 2n2K5C2.
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We have now considered all possible cases. If we take 3 = 27r2 max,<y<5 K ,

we obtain (6.48), and the proof is complete.   D

Corollary 6.5.1. BMOe is the space of uniform holomorphy at 0 for (P) and

(Q„)- °
We also obtain the following result for partial sum operators on [-1,1]:

Corollary 6.5.2. In the notation o/§ 4, BMO is the space of uniform holomorphy

at0for{P^2''x'2)and(Q;x'2^2).

Proof. By Corollary 4.2.1, it suffices to show that

(6.109) C = sup||[M^,5;1/2'-1/2(0)||^|/2_i/2(0)<co,

for ß G Lx([-1,1] ,(l - x2)~x,2dx), only if 0eBMO.

For /eL_1/2 _1/2(0) and 0 e [0, n], define Uf(d) = /ocos(0). It is easy

to see that U is an isometry from L_1/2 _1/2(u) t0 ¿(0) ■ By virtue of this

isometry, we see that the family (tn: « e N) of Chebyshev polynomials, defined

by

(6.110) tn(x) = cosn6,       x = cos0

2  _1/2
is an orthogonal polynomial system on [-1,1] relative to (1 - x ) (cf.

[10], §§1.12 and 2.4). In particular, we see that

(6.111) S~~X/2'~X/2(0) = U~xSn(0)U

so that

(6.112) [Mß,S;l/2'-l/2(0)] = U~l[Mßocoi,Sn(0)]U.

Since U ,U~X are isometries, (6.109) and (6.112) imply that ß o cos 6 BMOf .

Now suppose I = [a,b] is any subinterval of [-1,1], and let co(x) =
2   _1/2

(1-x )       ; clearly co is an ,4^ weight on [-1,1]. Let J = [arceos b, arceos a];

then we have

(6.113) co(I)~x j \ß(x) - m3(ß o cos)\co(x)dx

= |/f ' ¡\ßocos(B)-m}(ßocos)\de< ||0ocos||„.

Thus ß G BMO by the [-1 , Inversion of Lemma 6.3.     D
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